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Contrary to the opinion that bugs have been fixed this was a bust on my PC. Error 0xc000007. Never had a problem with any
other game on Steam. Glad it was on sale price!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Not so much pure Hold'em as pure BS.

Read the reviews and avoid. I wish I had !. The GEML is a very exciting rail line to run on. There are so many branch lines to
explore and tons of main line running at high speed. I wish they could extend it to Norwich like the original route. I would pay a
little more for that. Overall its a great route, and tons of scenarios are avalable for it. The Class 90's are full of detail, and the
Advanced controls are just that, advanced, and they actually require sequences to activate, just like the real thing. That along is
worth getting. Get the route on sale, you wont be disappointed.. About as much fun as playing with an actual ball of tar.. It is a
pleasure for me to say that playing as one of my favorite bladers, which is richie felt almost like a dream come true. i never
imagined the day i would be able to be like him even through a simulation. While the controls may be complicated and the game
may be buggy from time to time, i truly believe that the developers are working hard at making this game better for everyone
through their updates. Lastly, the graphics in this game are decent and i hope that they will keep on upgrading the game in the
future. golf without a golf club)) but the game is still quite good, you can play a little bit and gives +1. Nothing more fun than
burning the full world with horses. A Big YES Guy's you gotta get this one only if is's for the scenery,In a word "Bloody
Awsome" OK that's two words but who gives a Sh*t. randomly fun buy it !. nice game, children will like it, but playing it is
boring for a long time, the price is adequate. Broken bots more like broken game lot of issues i found within 10 minutes and
most of them were due to graphical bugs and glitches dont bother playing unless youre ok with that
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So, I bought this game without any real expectations and im glad for it. Don't misunderstand, it was worth the money I spent on
it but I was expecting a parkour game. It kinda is, but its more like running from point to point to get to story nodes. The
parkour and movement it is very...floppy? Floppy is the only word I can think to describe it.

The character doesn't have a lot of traction keeping her on the ground, which means sprinting up a ramp will result in broken
legs most of the time. There were a few times where I was confused on where to go, but that was more me not taking any hints
rather than the games fault.

There are multiple endings from what I can tell and a few achievements for finding secrets etc.

The story for the game was rather predictable, but the actual writing itself was well done, and made me feel a little sad at the
main ending which is quite good for a game that took less than an hour. Some people may be saying "An hour? I don't want to
waste my money on that!" which is a valid opinion, but I think if they tried to stretch it into 2 or 3 hours it wouldv'e degraded
the experience as a whole.

Overall, while the gameplay isn't the best the story makes up for it, and although it is less than an hour long if it was any longer
it would degrade from the experience. way to easy, even on hard. fun game. kinda pacman-like.. If you would like to learn
Japanese then I HIGHLY recommend this game to you. It's far less intimidating then a Genki book so it makes for one hell of a
great start! Thanks devs \u30c4. A neat little game about hopping around a void filled with abstract geometry, listening to some
trippy music, otherwise known as "Saturday night in the 80s".

Keys are bound for AZERTY keyboard layouts by default. For QWERTY users, you can change ZQSD to WASD in the
launcher, but not the game itself. This guarantees that most people will have to relaunch the game immediately after starting it
for the first time. Sorry France, nobody else uses AZERTY.

The mechanics are a little poorly explained, but hop around a bit and you'll figure it out. Left click to create a floating green
platform to stand on (boring!) or right click to create a floating blue bounce pad and fly over the titular void (weeeeeeeeee).
Platforms vanish a few seconds after being created if you're not standing on them, keeping the void uncluttered but allowing you
to stand still when you want to. But why would you want to? Given how much fun bouncing is compared to standing still, I
switched those controls around too, and I recommend it.

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to find glowy red things. Turn the glowy red circles green by rubbing up on
them, and pick up the glowy red sprite clouds as some kind of completion collectible. Turn all the buttons green in a given area
to open the gate to the next one. Simple, but kinda fun in a relaxing way.

Overall, a nice little exploration/platformer game.. Amazing 3D version of Break Out (which is an old school arcade classic).
10\/10

The aiming is very good on the VIVE.
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